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One of the main FAST (Fusion Advanced Studies Torus) goals is to have a flexible experiment

capable to test tools and scenarios for safe and reliable tokamak operation, in order to support

ITER and help the final DEMO design. In particular, in this paper, we focus on operation close to a

possible border of stability related to low-q operation. To this purpose, a new FAST scenario has

then been designed at Ip¼ 10 MA, BT¼ 8.5 T, q95� 2.3. Transport simulations, carried out by

using the code JETTO and the first principle transport model GLF23, indicate that, under these con-

ditions, FAST could achieve an equivalent Q� 3.5. FAST will be equipped with a set of internal

active coils for feedback control, which will produce magnetic perturbation with toroidal number

n¼ 1 or n¼ 2. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) mode analysis and feedback control simulations per-

formed with the codes MARS, MARS-F, CarMa (both assuming the presence of a perfect conduc-

tive wall and using the exact 3D resistive wall structure) show the possibility of the FAST

conductive structures to stabilize n¼ 1 ideal modes. This leaves therefore room for active mitiga-

tion of the resistive mode (down to a characteristic time of 1 ms) for safety purposes, i.e., to avoid

dangerous MHD-driven plasma disruption, when working close to the machine limits and magnetic

and kinetic energy density not far from reactor values. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4893418]

I. INTRODUCTION

An ITER accompanying program, in view of DEMO, is

presently under development, with different collaborations,

between the ITER partners. The Advanced Scenarios dedi-

cated satellite, JT60-SA,1 is under construction in Japan, in

order to fully investigate the actual possibility to design a

steady state DEMO, with enhanced energy confinement

properties. A current matter of concern is a possible optimal

experiment to support ITER operations problems (giant

Edge Localized Modes (ELMs), disruptions, plasma con-

trols, etc.) and to tackle the challenging problem of the

power exhaust in view of DEMO. In this stream, the FAST

(Fusion Advanced Studies Torus) device (major radius

R¼ 1.82 m, minor radius a¼ 0.64 m, plasma current Ip¼ 8

MA, toroidal field BT¼ 8.5 T) is presently under discussion

as a possible DEMO and ITER satellite.2 The main FAST

goals are, in order of priority, exploring plasma wall interac-

tion (with particular attention to the power exhaust prob-

lem3) in reactor relevant conditions; testing tools and

scenarios for safe and reliable tokamak operation up to the

border of stability, with particular attention on avoiding dis-

ruptions; studying fusion plasmas with a significant popula-

tion of fast particles. Since the main FAST target is the

study of the integrated, bulk plasma and divertor region,

power exhaust problem, a strong effort has been put on the

design of the First Wall (FW) and of the divertor (in

Tungsten and capable to sustain up to 20 MW/m2). A

Tungsten coated FW is envisaged, capable to sustain up to a

peak power around 5 MW/m2.4 The poloidal circuit has the

capacity to produce a Snow Flake (SF) configuration, for the

reference scenario, with a reduction of the plates power flux

larger than a factor 5.5 A new divertor has been designed

with the possibility, within the same discharge, to switch

from a standard X point to a SF one.6 One of the FAST

peculiarities is the capability of addressing all of these items

simultaneously in a single, fully integrated scenario with

dimensionless physics parameters close to DEMO and

ITER. In this sense, FAST is fully complementary to JT60-

SA, whose main target is to study and to optimize the

advanced regimes, in view of DEMO.

The present paper aims at studying an upgrade of the

FAST reference scenario, focusing on low-q operation,

which allows exploring 10 MA plasmas. In particular, we

refer to regions with 2< q95< 2.7 (here q95 is the value of

the safety factor at the flux surface which includes the 95%

of the poloidal flux) that are interesting to push fusion per-

formances, but could be too risky to be tested in ITER. The

main goal of this paper, of course, is not to show the possi-

bility of increasing the machine performances, neither to per-

form an exhaustive description of the proposed scenarios.

Rather, the actual main goal is to show the possibility to

achieve a very high magnetic and kinetic energy density sce-

nario, at very low q95, and to describe the development of

some safe and robust control tools to possibly mitigate the

occurrence of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) driven
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disruptions, related to operation close to this specific stability

limit. Specifically, we investigate a new FAST scenario at

Ip¼ 10 MA, BT¼ 8.5 T, with a q95� 2.3 that would corre-

spond to Ip� 20 MA in ITER. The possibility to safely work

at q95< 3 (q95� 2.6) has been shown recently at JET,7

although with a slight degradation of the energy confinement

(H98� 0.9). The key point is to demonstrate in FAST, for

such a low-q scenario, the possibility of using passive con-

ducting structures and active coils to stabilize and control

potentially dangerous ideal and resistive MHD modes. To

this purpose, FAST will be equipped with a set of feedback

controlled active coils8 located between the first wall and the

vacuum vessel and accessible for maintenance with the

remote handling system, carrying currents up to 20 kA with

AC frequency up to few kHz. The final target of such a

MHD feedback loop is not necessarily the full stabilization

of plasma operation at this very low q95 values, but at least

the availability of a feedback control system able to mitigate

the effects of potentially disruptive MHD activity, after

detection of its onset. If successful, this would give the op-

portunity to change the operational point, so as to avoid the

disruption and, possibly, even a controlled plasma shut

down, in order to rebuild the plasma reference conditions, in

a time as short as possible.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II reports

some details about scenario development and related trans-

port analysis. Section III is dedicated to MHD modes analy-

sis, both for ideal and resistive plasma, in the presence of

conducting structures with increasing level of geometrical

details. Section IV illustrates the capabilities of the in-vessel

active coils to effectively feedback control some of the

unstable MHD modes, under different assumptions on the

controller architecture. Finally, Sec. V draws the

conclusions.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF 10 MA SCENARIOS

A. Equilibrium configurations

It is well known that, lowering the edge safety factor,

both the kink and the tearing MHD modes become more

unstable,9 hence setting an upper limit to the plasma current

(at fixed size and toroidal field) in order to avoid hard disrup-

tions. However, following a suitable trajectory in the q95-li
plane during the plasma current ramp-up, it is possible to

reach plasma equilibria at the very low q95� 2.9 This can be

even easier in X-point tokamak configurations, thanks to the

stabilizing role played by the strong edge magnetic shear.

Recent JET experiments,7 with q95� 2.6, have confirmed the

possibility to safely work at q95< 3 even for large machines

at very high plasma current. Moreover, other experiments

(performed on RFX operated as a Tokamak10 and recently

confirmed by some very preliminary tests on DIII-D11,12)

have hinted at the possibility of using active coils to control

the Resistive Wall Mode (RWM) when operating at q95� 2.

These facts have encouraged to study the possibility of

FAST scenarios up to q95� 2.13 In particular, several differ-

ent equilibria have been studied to check the possibility to

have a class of plasmas with a slightly different current pro-

file, hence with different stability properties.

The main guideline for the development of the new

configurations is not to achieve an exhaustive scan of the

q95 � li plane, but rather to get equilibria with both a low q95

and a low li. This describes a potential experimental situation

where it is possible to achieve the low q95 regime yet retain-

ing stability as much as possible. For all the equilibria, the

plasma current is Ip¼ 10MA and the poloidal beta bp¼ 0.44.

The minor plasma radius slightly changes, allowing a varia-

tion of q95. The current density profiles are varied to get dif-

ferent pairs of q95-li values. In Fig. 1, we show the typical

q(w) map and the q(R) profile. The closeness of the q(w)¼ 2

surface to the plasma boundary suggests a possible interac-

tion of the modes associated with this surface with the FAST

conductive structures, and the possibility to stabilize these

modes by active coils. The absence of the q(w)¼ 1 surface is

an artefact introduced to allow linear MHD codes to easily

study the tearing and external kink instabilities.

Four different equilibria have been produced, which are

described in Table I.

The MHD analysis reported in the following sections

shows substantially different stability properties for these

equilibria. These differences are largely due to different q

profiles, as shown in Fig. 2. Of course, an accurate tailoring

of the current rise7 and of the plasma heating will be neces-

sary to drive the current profile towards the most convenient

(stable) situation. An internal q¼ 1 surface may eventually

appear; nevertheless, in the present study, we have consid-

ered only equilibria without a q¼ 1 surface, in order to allow

an easier analysis of external kink and tearing instabilities.

This could lead to the development of sawteeth; if these are

FIG. 1. Iso-q(w) map; q95 and q(w)¼ 2 surfaces are shown. The blue line is

a simplified representation of the conducting structures. In the inset, the

qw(R) profile is reported.

TABLE I. Parameters of the equilibrium configurations analyzed.

Equilibrium qboundary qaxis q95 li a (m) bN

EQ#1 2.62 1.58 1.94 0.46 0.589 1.944

EQ#2 2.61 1.68 2.06 0.47 0.622 1.915

EQ#3 2.75 1.40 2.02 0.57 0.646 1.934

EQ#4 2.92 1.29 1.95 0.63 0.644 1.943
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sufficiently small, the plasma discharge may not be signifi-

cantly affected.7

It is worth noticing that no details of the pedestal

(described in the following section) and of the associated

bootstrap currents have been considered in the equilibrium

configurations. Indeed, we will demonstrate in the following

that the introduction of such details would give rise to rather

insignificant changes in the stability properties. Such modifi-

cations can be considered as perturbations for the MHD anal-

ysis and the feedback control of instabilities, reported in the

following sections.

B. Transport analysis

In order to estimate the kinetic profiles (ne, Ti, Te) and

confinement time that can be expected in the 10 MA/8.5 T

FAST scenario, predictive transport simulations have been

performed using the JETTO 1.5D transport solver14 with one

of the equilibria described earlier, but evolving the current

density profile using neoclassical resistivity. The GLF23

model15 has been used to predict the ne, Ti, and Te profiles,

but effects of rotation have been neglected, since as dis-

cussed in Ref. 16 they are generally small in H-mode plas-

mas and become significant only in Advanced Tokamak

scenarios. The heating applied was 30 MW of ICRH in

(3He)-D minority, of which �20 MW deposited collisionally

to thermal ions and 7.5 MW to electrons, mostly collision-

ally. Zeff was set to 1.5 and radiated power was 5 MW.

Pedestal values of ne (3.2 � 1020 m�3) and Ti, Te (4 keV)

have been chosen in order for the total confinement to follow

the standard H-mode confinement scaling law, with

H98� 0.82 taking into account the observation of confine-

ment reduction in JET scenarios at low q95. We notice that

the transport simulations presented here concern only the

core transport. No attempt has been made to simulate by first

principles or empirical models the complex physics of the

pedestal in FAST, for which there is ongoing separate

work16 outside the scope of the present paper. Instead, a

boundary condition has been assumed for density and tem-

perature at the top of the pedestal, which has been estimated

with a simplified procedure. We know from Refs. 13 and 14

that in H-mode plasmas, the pedestal energy is proportional

to the total plasma energy as Wped� 40% Wtot. From these

considerations, together with the value of the H factor

(which is seen �0.8 in low q95 JET H-modes), we can calcu-

late the temperature at pedestal top, knowing the mean

plasma density value. This last quantity has been assumed at

about 50% of the Greenwald limit.15 There would still be

margin for higher densities which would result in lower ped-

estal temperatures. However, the case presented here has

been chosen as an example of the type of profiles that can be

expected.

The steady-state profiles obtained are shown in Fig. 3.

The total energy confinement time was 0.5 s and the equiva-

lent fusion gain QDT¼ 3.7.

III. MHD ANALYSIS

A. Ideal modes

We focus on n¼ 1 ideal modes, computing the ideal-

wall limit position with the MARS17 and MARS-F18 codes

for the equilibria described above. A sensitivity analysis on

the safety factor q at plasma boundary (keeping the q profile

substantially unchanged) shows that for the above equilibria

the n¼ 2 current-driven ideal kink is stable, and hence this

mode will not be further analysed in the present paper.

However, high-beta operation might possibly destabilize the

pressure driven n¼ 2 ideal kink, and so a deeper analysis

might be necessary in this case. This will be addressed in

future activity.

Fig. 4 shows the instability growth rate c (normalized to

the on-axis Alfv�en time sA) as a function of the position b of

an ideal wall, conformal to the boundary of the plasma,

whose minor radius is a. For EQ#1, the ideal wall limit posi-

tion is around 1.32a, while for EQ#2 it is around 1.25a and

for EQ#3 it is around 1.41a. Conversely, for EQ#4, the n¼ 1

ideal kink is stable for any position of the conducting wall

(even with wall at infinity). These differences are due to the

different q profiles which characterize the considered equili-

bria, as shown in previous section. In order to investigate

this property of EQ#4, we have carried out a thorough sensi-

tivity analysis, scanning both the boundary value of q (done

for all the equilibria, as reported above) and, in addition, also

FIG. 2. Safety factor profiles for various equilibria.

FIG. 3. Steady-state profiles of ne, Ti, Te simulated for the FAST 10 MA/

8.5 T scenario using the GLF23 model in the JETTO transport code.
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the plasma pressure. This analysis has confirmed that the

n¼ 1 current-driven ideal kink is stable for EQ#4. Similar

results apply to the n¼ 2 current-driven ideal kink.

The sensitivity analysis on the boundary value of q

allows us to evaluate the effect on n¼ 1 ideal kink stability

of the approximation of the plasma boundary, which is

required by the fact that the configurations under analysis

correspond to diverted equilibria with an X-point, which can-

not be treated by MARS and MARS-F. In particular, for

EQ#3, a thorough scan of the boundary value of q shows that

the no-wall growth rate can exceed the nominal value

(reported in Fig. 4) only by around 10%.

A dedicated analysis has been carried out to test the im-

portance of the introduction of pedestal details into the equi-

librium configuration. A strong pedestal may introduce a

significant boostrap current density, peaked towards the edge

of the plasma. This may have a localized effect on the edge q

profile; however, the expected effect is small, since low-n
external kink instability (which is the focus of the present

analysis) may not be significantly affected by such localized

changes. Conversely, the modifications of the q profile close

to the edge can be of primary importance for other MHD

modes such as the peeling mode or the edge localized infer-

nal mode, which are not addressed in this paper.

We considered the profiles reported in Fig. 5, which cor-

respond to the introduction in EQ#3 of a pedestal structure

similar to what was discussed in previous section. Repeating

the above analysis, we found a rather insignificant change of

the ideal wall limit position (less than 4%) and of the mode

structure. This demonstrates that this aspect can be consid-

ered as a small perturbation of the analysis reported in the

present section and of the feedback control of instabilities,

reported in the following.

Focusing the attention on the first three equilibria, for

which the n¼ 1 external kink is potentially unstable, it is im-

portant to investigate the effect of the actual conducting

structures of FAST (vessel, conducting plates, active coils).

If such conducting structures are close enough to the plasma

(i.e., inside the limiting position for complete stabilization,

as shown in Fig. 4), they could in principle stabilize the

mode if they were made of an ideal conductor, thanks to

eddy currents induced by plasma perturbations. Due to the

finite resistivity of such conductors, these eddy currents will

eventually decay, allowing instabilities to grow, with a

“slow” electromagnetic time constant rather than the “fast”

Alfv�en time scale. In these conditions, a RWM can develop,

and it can be, possibly, actively controlled magnetically with

suitable feedback coils.

Since the geometry of the conducting structures in FAST

is rather complex and quite far from being conformal to the

plasma as assumed by 2D equilibrium codes (as the ones

used by MARS and MARS-F), the CarMa computational

tool19,20 has been applied, allowing a realistic fully three-

dimensional treatment of such conductors. In particular, a 3D

finite element mesh of the vacuum vessel has been produced,

in which the port extensions have been simulated with some

conducting patches with a resistivity somewhat higher than

the bulk value of 1.29 lXm. No conducting plates have been

introduced, since it has been demonstrated21 that their poloi-

dal coverage is too narrow to have a significant effect on

external kink stabilization. Several electromagnetic modes

and the corresponding time constants have been computed,

also making a Fourier analysis of the dominant toroidal and

poloidal harmonics (n,m) (Fig. 6 and Table II). We notice

that the values reported in Table II are purely electromagnetic

time constants of the conducting structures. Moreover, the

same (n,m) dominant harmonic may be present in different

electromagnetic modes (e.g., an axisymmetric current flowing

either in the toroidal or in the poloidal direction).

Coupling this model of the conducting structures with

the plasma responses corresponding to the aforementioned

equilibria, we found that for EQ#1 and EQ#2 the instability

growth rate is still on the Alfv�en time scale, hence making

any magnetic active control practically unachievable. Note

that, in this analysis, we are neglecting the possible stabiliz-

ing contribution of plasma flow and kinetic damping.

Conversely, for EQ#3 a true RWM is present; its growth rate

is of the order of 450 s�1 when neglecting the port

FIG. 4. Growth rate behaviour and ideal wall limiting positions (dashed ver-

tical lines).

FIG. 5. Effect of pedestal and associated bootstrap current density (dashed).
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extensions. In this case, an active magnetic control of the

instability might be feasible, as discussed in next section.

B. Resistive modes

Low-q configurations are particularly prone to non-ideal

modes, e.g., tearing modes.22 Hence, a non-ideal mode anal-

ysis has been carried out, using MARS and MARS-F codes,

on the low-q FAST configurations under analysis in this pa-

per, specifically on EQ#3 reported above.

The analysis has considered plasma resistivity g such

that the corresponding Lundquist number S ranges from

S¼ 106 to S¼ 109, the Lundquist number being defined as

the ratio between the resistive and Alfv�en time, S� (4pa2vA/

gc2R0) (here, vA is the Alfv�en velocity). Typical expected

values for FAST plasmas are in the range S� 108–109.

First of all, we computed the n¼ 1 mode growth rate c
and mode frequency x for various positions of an axisym-

metric conformal wall varying the wall minor radius b.

Figure 7 shows the growth rate c (normalized to the on-axis

Alfv�en time), for various values of plasma resistivity; both

the ideal wall case and the resistive wall case are reported.

For typical values of plasma resistivity, and for wall

positions significantly inside the limiting position for ideal

mode stabilization, the growth rate is considerably slower

than Alfv�enic time scale. Moreover, the nature of the mode

drastically changes, as the wall minor radius is decreased

below the limiting position, transforming from a spatially dif-

fused perturbation (with a dominant m¼ 3 poloidal compo-

nent) to a highly localized one around the q¼ 2 surface

(hence, with a dominant m¼ 2 poloidal component), as it can

be seen in Fig. 8 (ideally conducting wall, b/a¼ 1.2, S¼ 108).

Considering an ideal wall located at b/a¼ 1.12, we

made a scan of the plasma resistivity. The growth-rate scales

approximately as c / S�3/5 for 106� S� 1� 107 (thus

FIG. 6. Finite elements mesh and current density pattern corresponding to

the slowest n¼ 1, m¼ 1 mode.

TABLE II. A few vessel electromagnetic time constants (ms).

gpatch 1.29 lXm 2.5 lXm 5 lXm

Mode

n¼ 0,m¼ 0 (toroidal) 34.6 27.3 21.8

n¼ 0,m¼ 0 (poloidal) 14.3 13.4 12.7

n¼ 0,m¼ 1 (up-down antisymmetric) 17.9 15.0 13.1

n¼ 1,m¼ 1 (up-down) 24.2 20.3 17.8

n¼ 1,m¼ 1 (inboard-outboard) 15.3 12.4 10.1

FIG. 7. Non-ideal mode growth rate (normalized to on-axis Alfv�en time), as

a function of the wall minor radius, (normalized to the plasma minor radius

a) for various values of plasma resistivity: (a) ideal wall and (b) resistive

wall.

FIG. 8. Unstable mode structure inside the plasma: radial components of

perturbed velocity (left) and magnetic field (right) for an ideal (top, b/

a¼ 1.6) and a resistive mode (bottom, b/a¼ 1.2, S¼ 108).
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showing the tearing nature of the mode) and almost linearly

with the inverse of the Lundquist number, c / S�1, for

higher values, S> 107 (Fig. 9).

In Fig. 10, the eigenvalues, as result from the scan of the

plasma resistivity, are shown in the plane (c, x). For

Lundquist numbers above a certain threshold (about 3� 107),

two modes appear, corresponding to complex conjugate

eigenvalues. This is to be theoretically expected for tearing

modes.

IV. ACTIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL OF MHD MODES IN
FAST

The active feedback control of MHD modes, and specifi-

cally of RWMs, has received increasing attention in recent

years. The comprehensive review paper23 illustrates clearly

the recent advances and the present state of the art, for both

magnetic and rotational stabilization of RWMs. In particular,

several devices have shown experimentally significant

advances in the feedback active stabilization of RWMs, like

for instance DIII-D24,25 and NSTX.26 In addition, many nu-

merical stability and control analyses have been dedicated to

ITER,27,28 resorting to available 3D RWM codes like CarMa

(used in the present paper) or others.

The goal of this final section of the present paper is not

to develop new techniques for the feedback control of RWM,

but rather to demonstrate that low-q FAST configurations

described previously can be successfully feedback controlled

with the available in-vessel coils, and to quantify the

expected requirements on power supplies. To this purpose, a

model-based approach is used, which relies on the develop-

ment of a complete simulator, including a model of the

plasma, the active conductors, the passive structures, the

diagnostics, the feedback controller, and the signal processing

blocks. The same model-based approach has been success-

fully applied and experimentally validated on RFX-mod29

and can be used for other future devices, in addition to FAST.

A. Architecture of the feedback system

In this section, we investigate the possibility of feedback

controlling the unstable n¼ 1 RWM described in the previ-

ous section with reference to EQ#3. To this purpose, the

computational model has been enhanced with a set of 18

active feedback coils,8 whose mesh is reported in Fig. 11.

The coils are subdivided in two arrays of 9 coils aligned

along the torus: the first one in the gap between the upper

and equatorial port, the second one in the gap between the

FIG. 9. Growth-rate c vs. the inverse of the Lundquist number S�1 for

b/a¼ 1.12.

FIG. 10. Mode growth rate c and fre-

quency x, for various values of

Lundquist number S.

FIG. 11. Cutaway view of the three-dimensional finite elements mesh of

vessel (gray), ports (red), active coils (blue). The actual mesh spans 360	 in

the toroidal direction.
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equatorial port and the lower port. Each coil is considered as

single-turn, with a resistance of 6 lX.

The simulated magnetic field measurements at various

points are assumed as output. In particular, three locations in

the poloidal plane have been selected (midplane; below the

upper coils; below the lower coils). For each poloidal loca-

tion, a fictitiously high number of measurement points are

considered at several toroidal angles, in order to neglect ali-

asing problems.

A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied on the

simulated measurements to get the n¼ 1 feedback signal,

which is processed by the controller providing a reference

n¼ 1 distribution of current or voltage for the active coils.

Due to the difference between the number of sensors and

coils, this n¼ 1 current or voltage distribution is then

resampled along the toroidal coordinate according to the coil

periodicity and a reference signal for each upper and lower

coil can be obtained. Fig. 12 shows the block diagram of the

feedback control.

An eigenvalue analysis of the open loop plasma

response has been carried out; unstable modes and stable

modes with time responses slower than 10 ms have been con-

sidered. The calculation yielded a couple of n¼ 1 unstable

modes (sine/cosine components) with a growth rate around

450 s�1. The corresponding magnetic field components have

been evaluated. The magnetic field tangential component in

the poloidal plane at the midplane (Bt) and the normal com-

ponent (Bn) under the upper and lower active coils are

shown in Fig. 13 (central, upper, and lower plot, respec-

tively). In general, the unstable mode can be represented as a

linear combination of the two n¼ 1 magnetic field distribu-

tions presented in the figure (red and blue curve in each

plot). The inspection of the curves at different poloidal posi-

tions can provide some hints on the spatial structure of the

unstable mode along the poloidal coordinate. In particular, a

phase shift of about 180	 between the normal component Bn

at the uppermost and lowermost positions can be noticed,

while the tangential component at midplane exhibits a phase

FIG. 12. Block diagram of feedback

system.

FIG. 13. Magnetic field normal (Bn) and tangential (Bt) components along the torus at different poloidal positions: the spatial patterns shown in the plots make

up a base to represent the unstable n¼ 1 mode.
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shift of about 90	 with respect to the normal components

under the active coils. These features of the plasma response

were taken into account in the design of the feedback control

system. Other stable modes with a dominant n¼ 1 content

are present, with time constants ranging from 450 ms to

10 ms. The slowest of such n¼ 1 stable modes are associated

with the low resistance, single turn configuration of the

active coil adopted in this stage of the design.

B. Current-based feedback control

First of all, we consider a feedback controller acting on

the n¼ 1 component of the current in the active coils.

Evidently, in a practical implementation, a dedicated

current regulator would be needed in each coil; this is

neglected in the present study, hence considering the current

regulation as ideal.

On the basis of the results observed in different experi-

mental devices,30 the tangential component of the magnetic

field was selected for the design of a first feedback control

system of the unstable mode. Since the magnetic field pro-

duced by the coil system at the sensor position is mainly nor-

mal, this choice could be seen as a way to decouple the

feedback signal from the effect of the actuators themselves.

Nonetheless, we also considered alternative schemes where

the normal component was used, but they appeared less

effective, possibly due to sideband pollutions of the feedback

FIG. 14. Current-based proportional feedback controller (red vertical line:

critical gain).

FIG. 15. Current-based proportional feedback controller: time evolution of midplane Bt n¼ 1 harmonic component and saddle coil currents.
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variable.30 Thus, the n¼ 1 harmonic component to be fed-

back was calculated taking the measurement of Bt at the

equatorial plane of the machine. The inspection of the mode

structure when no control is applied (i.e., in open loop),

whose normal component is shown in Fig. 13, suggested to

introduce a spatial phase shift of 180	 between the control

action of the upper and lower set of coils, equivalent to an

anti-series connection.

A simple proportional controller was implemented to

close the loop. In Fig. 14, we show the behaviour of the

instability growth rate as a function of the proportional gain.

Evidently, a critical value can be found, such that for gains

above this threshold the mode is stabilized. The same proce-

dure for the a priori determination of the critical gain has

been validated experimentally on the RFX-mod device.29

Fig. 15 shows the time behaviour of the magnetic field

and of the control coil currents, corresponding to a gain

robustly providing stability. Evidently, the maximum current

required for feedback stabilization of the mode is slightly

above 2 kAT, well below the design limits.8

FIG. 16. Voltage-based feedback control. Growth rates of the eigenvector

dominating the n¼ 1 harmonic of the output signal: full (red circle) and

reduced (blue crosses) set of coils are shown.

FIG. 17. Voltage-based proportional feedback controller: time evolution of Bt at midplane, saddle coil currents and voltages.
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The stabilization of the mode can be accomplished even

with a reduced set of control coils, although with a higher

critical gain, as suggested in Ref. 31.

C. Voltage-based feedback control

Similar considerations have been repeated assuming that

the feedback control acts directly on the n¼ 1 voltage fed to

the coils; evidently, this scheme does not require dedicated

current regulators.

In Fig. 16, the growth rates associated to the eigenvec-

tors with the largest n¼ 1 harmonic content in the system

output are shown as a function of the proportional gain for

two sets of active coil. Due to the rigidity of the RWMs, the

stabilization is achieved in the model even reducing the

number of active coils to 3 in the upper set þ3 in the lower

set, instead of 9 þ 9. The corresponding increase in the

required gain is limited to 50%. Once the unstable mode has

been suppressed, it can be still noticed the presence of

modes, anyway stable, which exhibit an n¼ 1 content in the

output and are only marginally affected by the feedback

action. In fact, their growth rates do not vary even when the

gain is increased from 5000 to 20 000. As a consequence, the

feedback signal extinguishes according to a time evolution

dependent on the dynamic properties of these modes rather

than on the control.

The time evolution of the Bt sensor measurements along

with the coil currents and voltages are shown in Fig. 17, for

a proportional gain Kp¼ 103. A random initial state has been

chosen, giving rise to an initial amplitude of the n¼ 1 har-

monic of the magnetic field tangential component around

0.5 mT.

The relatively high values of the currents and low values

of the voltages are consistent with the assumption of single

turn, low resistance coils. This also explains the very slow

decay of the coil currents when no voltage is applied by the

control system. In any case, the power requirements are

within the design values, suggesting that active stabilization

FIG. 18. Voltage-based proportional feedback controller: time evolution of n¼ 1 harmonic component amplitude of midplane Bt, saddle coil currents and

voltages.
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of the n¼ 1 RWM is indeed possible. In Fig. 18, the n¼ 1

harmonic components are presented, too. In particular, while

the requested voltages are perfectly symmetric, very small

differences between upper and lower coil sets appear, possi-

bly due to the asymmetry of the geometry and of the plasma

response. The observed evolution of the n¼ 1 component of

Bt is in agreement with the expected dynamic content. It

should be emphasized that the controller gain was chosen so

as to assure stabilization of the system, but no attempt of opti-

mizing the controller performances has been accomplished.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

Among the missions of the FAST proposal, one of the

most important is to support ITER operations and to help in

addressing the most worrying DEMO operational aspects. It

is well recognized that in both cases the disruption problem

is, by far, the most important one. A very rough classification

of disruptions can be made by dividing them in events driven

by energy balance collapse (i.e., radiative collapse) or by

exceeding some machine limit (for instance low q95, or high-

b plasmas). Consequently, in order to attain a DEMO

disruption-free operational regime, it will be necessary to

study and implement different and integrated control systems

and tools. For instance, recent experiments have shown the

possibility to “control” the event of first type by an active

feedback loop that uses Electron Cyclotron Heating to avoid

the radiative collapse.32,33 On the other side, so far, very few

attempts have been done to experimentally test feedback

loops capable to keep under control the onset of MHD modes

when operating close to machine limits. Recently, the

Reversed Field Pinch RFX (operated as a tokamak) has

shown the possibility to avoid plasma disruptions connected

to operations at q95� 2.10 In such experiments, and in other

presently existing devices, it is only possible to show “the

proof of principle.” What is still missing is the proof that a

suitable control system can be used to avoid the class of

plasma disruptions associated with very low q95 regimes,

when operating with magnetic and kinetic energy densities

close to reactor values.

The present paper gives a contribution in this direction.

To this purpose, a new FAST extreme scenario (Ip¼ 10MA,

q95� 2.3) has been designed, with different equilibrium

pressure and current density profiles, corresponding to differ-

ent conditions and MHD stability properties. A characteriza-

tion of the ideal and resistive MHD modes (connected with

q95� 2) has been performed by including a fully 3D descrip-

tion of the real FAST structures, showing that in some cases

a potentially dangerous MHD mode could explode.

Consequently, different types of closed loop feedback

controllers (using current and/or voltage) have been investi-

gated, showing the actual possibility to stabilize the dangerous

n¼ 1 RWM, by feeding with moderate currents and voltages

the FAST internal coils. Such approach may not be necessarily

imagined as an ultimate solution for a reactor, to allow opera-

tion at very high plasma current, hence improving the machine

performances. Rather, it could be considered as a system that

allows disruption avoidance, connected with operation at very

low q95. This could be obtained by slowing down the mode

growth, hence giving the possibility to drive the plasma

towards a safer operational space. Of course, the present paper

is not intended to be exhaustive in showing the possibility to

achieve disruption-free operational regimes in FAST and/or in

any other machine. It simply gives a contribution towards the

effective combination of various control tools for different

classes of disruptions (see for instance32,33), with the final aim

of attaining an actual disruption-free regime on DEMO.

Clearly, a number of open problems still remain: for

instance, the effect of the n¼ 1 tearing mode and the conse-

quences of the fact that the q¼ 2 surface is very close to the

plasma edge. A positive role could be still played by the

aforementioned ECCD control system; however, the lack of

extensive experimental data about the use of ECCD in low-q

scenarios makes it difficult to have a clear idea about the

effectiveness of such a solution. In a close future, dedicated

ECCD control experiments will be carried out on FTU, in

order to get some indications and to give some preliminary

answers to these points.
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